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ONLINE TEACHING ACTIVITIES RESULTS
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CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

Fig. 3. A) the student design, B) the student’s optimized design, C) 3D
printed version

The proposed online teaching activities in this work aim to teach female high school students about collaboration as well as
interpersonal communication and product design. The learning material could augment existing teaching curricula in UK high
schools, which aim to encourage more teenagers to study STEM degrees.

The student participated and presented their designs.
The best collected design have been selected and 3D
printed, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

Diversity and inclusion in the engineering degree in the
UK have received plenty of criticism. According to the UK’s
Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) report, the
number of female students has increased from 16.3% to
20.7% in the last decade [1]. However, still only a fifth of
engineering students in higher education are female.
Considering this modest growth rate, we predict achieving
gender parity by 2050. We, therefore, developed an
interactive project that was delivered online using Microsoft
Teams, which aimed to encourage more female high
school students to embark on engineering degrees. Fig. 1. Diversity and gender balance prediction in the UK’s engineering students. The blue line

shows actual data from the UK’s Higher Education Statistics Agency, while the dashed orange
line denotes our prediction. The green dot shows the expected gender balance by 2050.

Enhancing Student Learning Through 
Innovative Scholarship Conference

10th September 2021, Online

Young females were encouraged to consider engineering
degrees via synergetic online workshops that invite female
students (13-16 years) to engineer simple wearable devices
(Fig. 2). Due to the benefits of teaching teamwork in
engineering courses [2,3], 18 high school students paired in
teams demonstrated different innovative designs which
could be 3D printed as wearable technology. Feedback
from students was gathered using online questionnaires
that were prepared using Microsoft Forms.
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Wear IT Glasgow!
Using wearables to interact with the world around us. 

Calling all Female Innovators: We 
Need You! You are cordially invited to 
an afternoon of engineering 
innovation, where you’ll take part in 
designing a new wearable product for 
recognising gestures. Your product 
can be designed to help people 
interact with other products, or with 
people. For example, your product 
may be worn on the hand, eye or any 
other body part. 

 

In pairs, you’ll compete against 
each other and the winning duo will 
receive an award! You’ll also be 
introduced to the field of 
engineering and how females have 
made a huge impact on this field. 
The virtual event is organised by 
staff from the University of 
Glasgow. In the meantime, start 
thinking about your teams!   

 
 

Time Activity

2 to 2:15pm 
Introduction: What is 

engineering and why is it
important?

2:15 to 2:30pm Female innovators in 
engineering.

2:30 to 2:45pm Wearables in action.

2:45 – 3:00pm The design brief.

Start Time:
2 pm (UK 

Time)

03
Mar
Wed

Before the session, it would be great if you
can share your thoughts about engineering
by completing the survey here.

Fig. 2) Student outreach event for 11-17 year olds with Glasgow Academy
High School. Introduced the students to fabrication and design work for
wearable technology.
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